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Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic People.

There is a nefarious trend going on around many so called "Spiritual" communities.
Their  leaders,  as  instructed  by  the  jews  and  as  influenced  by  their  inability  to
achieve things honestly instead of being liars, say things like "Materialism is against
Spirituality" or other things like the so called 'Carnal Flesh' and what bad it is all and
all.  

Of  course,  you  see  the  same  guys  rolling  around  with  a  Rolls  Royce  after
proclaiming this, all obtained from the money of those who do "charity" for some
random black kids in Africa, or elsewhere. Were your dollars going to Africa, how
did this spiritual 'muhstard' get a Rolly, by doing absolutely nothing in this world but
spewing out jewish garbage 24/7 and cursing people from a curse book of ancient
jews? And a rolex to count the time.

Oh  it  must  be  because  he  wants  to  keep  the  Rolly  from  the  "spiritual  to-be"
followers, so they won't get deceived by the riches of the otherwise "Dark Side". No
don't mention it again he didn't steal your billions of charity dollars and make these
into a nefarious, child molesting, rapist, drug dealing, institution named the Vatican,
or  so  he  can go  somewhere  in  Asia  and rape children  in  anyway he  sees  fit.

Neither he is just a parasite that does nothing but vibrate curses from the jewish
bible onto the Gentiles who are spiritually enslaved (Goyim in Hebrew) all day long.
So the jews can have it easy, and in exchange for that, the aliens and the jews
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"bless  them"  with  being  "master  slaves"  of  this  physical  realm,  onto  the  major
populace of the "total slaves". So of course he uses your hard earned bucks to live
not only slavishly rich, he uses them to erm… Build the Kingdom of the Jewish
God. Of course, this is part of your 'culture' and the manifestation of the spirituality
of the "Christians" (code word for Gentiles who are deceived by jewish spiritual lies
and morality). 

For those who know spirituality, not only these are jewish pawns and literal psychic
vampires and murderers of their own people and states, but they are also evil and
parasitism personified. They are called christian clergymen, pastors, poops, imams,
dalai loomers, what have you. Of course, they may be jew blooded too, or they may
be Shabbos Goyim from any Gentile Race. But who cares. 

Instead of  helping Humanity  advance, these people do nothing at  all,  but  spew
communism, create dependency, steal, parasitize, and generally execute whatever
the  nefarious  enemy  ilk  dictates  to  them.  Humanity  is  NOWHERE  spiritually
because of that evil garbage.

Now where I am trying to get with this is fairly simple…

The jews once they encountered the writings of  the Ancient  Philosophers,  they
found power and knowledge in them, which they burned later such as in the case of
the library of Alexandria, burned completely by the jew "Philo". Still there is much
information and many nice practitioners that say the Truth on matters, or at least
TRY, and they are objective in their undertaking instead of  keeping tabs for the
jews.  

Unfortunately  from these bright  -  and Godlike people,  the  jews always work  to
desecrate and make their work go extinct, or manipulate it, in paranoid fear that
humanity may emerge out from spiritual bondage. This is a large conspiracy and all



of you here know it, as your eyes have been opened. Well, their fears were right,
because look at what we are doing here now. Eventually it HAPPENED.

So the jews saw this info and applied it on their own 'level'. Instead of a means to
transcendence and divine  conversation,  they  turned it  into  confusing,  deceiving
excrement in order to enslave their foreign prey. Thankfully, nothing was enough
understood to maintain them in power forever.  Enough however to cause major
distress and literally overthrow the planet into their morbid rulership. To show high
spirituality to a jew, because of being defunct in ways I have already explained later,
will always be translated in his own insanity, lack of compassion, parasitic nature,
and murderous inclination. No matter what you show them, their nature is that of a
perversive parasitic, life hating, materialistic ghoul.

Slowly as the downfall of humanity began, and with systematic removal of spiritual
knowledge,  the weak "leaders"  of  the  times,  many  of  which  were jewish,  were
morbidly afraid that their empire of lies and excrement would be thrown away by the
spiritual Sons of the Gods, whom they later were called "Demons". That is, those
who are of "Satan" (Eternal Truth) in Sanskrit. 

So  they  decided to,  after  brutally  murdering  everyone,  forcibly  remove spiritual
knowledge,  and  deceive  anyone  they  could,  to  make  up  these  retarded  "love
kindness  bla  bla  bla  stay  away  from  power"  theories,  to  just  turn  those  who
potentially could become strong spiritually, into "heaven seeking" garbage that is of
absolute  no  use  or  danger  to  their  agenda.  The  rat-face  Ghandi  is  one  major
instance in this. He was more of a jew slave, than the biggest jewish slaves. And he
wasn't even a "Christian". 

So where I  am getting with this is that the ideas of  physicality,  riches,  physical
power,  and anything else being "Unholy" or  "Unwelcome" or a "Burden",  is just
slave morality for the Goyim. Created by the terrified and paranoid jews and nobody
else. This of course quickly escalates into many other areas. People are unwilling to
own land or anything like this, unwilling to get involved in civilization, unwilling to
accumulate wealth or build a decent family, unwilling to take part into politics, or
anything else that has to do with the improving of civilization and generally nature.

Humanity has genitals for a reason. These are divine, and is not something to take
lightly. The greys who are a spiteful alien race have had their genitals (Creative
power) removed, same as their free will  to use it as they saw fit,  or to improve
themselves in anyway. The greys are a slave race, who are beyond hope of saving
themselves. And yes, these horrible things can happen. In this eternal  universe
obviously like advanced lifeforms, there are advanced parasites. There is unlimited
space of advancement. 





This has slowly bled extremely deeply into where most people hardly own anything,
work for nothing, and even nowadays PAY in order to work. Chaos at its finest. This
has  also  manifested  in  many  other  morbid  ways.  Due to  jewish  instruction  the
Gentiles have created a chaotic world, that moves straight to ape-hood with the
pretext of the "brightest (((Promises)))".

One of the most morbid materializations of this thing is the false hindu/buddhist
conception that somehow, if you are extremely advanced, you have to physically
"depart" or again dissipate into the void [-(((Liberation)))-] and technically die again
and return to the void from which one came. Or just needlessly reincarnate to again
and again REPEAT eternally. 

This is spiritual CRIMINALITY and nothing less. Existing in many versions, it always
leads to death. An even more bastardized and underhanded move they pulled on
the "Goyim" is that death somehow makes you a Demon, or that you will  go to
heaven and sing hallelujah's eternally to (((HIS))) vanity, or that somehow death is
going to improve your current situation, or even in some mystery schools that one
"Needs to Die in Order to Complete the Magnum Opus". Death is a metaphorical,
astral concept. Not a literal one.

So the jews literally troll  humanity as to where one is about to do the Magnum
Opus, they DIE, the jews lol' and they call it yet another day in the jewtrix. Off goes
the person to reincarnate, again to repeat… repeat… and repeat again… Until the
point the circumstances do not allow them, and they can no longer do anything.
Such as finding themselves in a global,  communist  state,  the wet dream of the
JWO. Here they will  go from almost - Magnum Opus, to "work for Stalin all day
long".



The  name of  the  old  testament  is  TORAH.  ROTAR.  This  means  WHEEL.  And
means the wheel of incarnations. The enemy is this catalytic element that makes
people get stuck in incarnations and never massively want to go higher. While the
age of Pisces could have been an age of transcendence, it was nothing but an age
of decay, illusions and spiritual sedation. Never has humanity sunk lower spiritually,
thanks to the universal parasite.

Now before going to the next point, it has to be remembered that Satan did NOT
finish his work of perfection on Humanity, because the enemy aliens interfered and
attacked the planet around the time Humanity was reaching perfection. As thus,
much  of  humanity  is  still  "Ape"  and  tends  towards  lack  of  consciousness,  and
towards the lowest forms of the cosmos. 

"Ape" is not evil, but its NOT better and NOT higher than what humans can become
when  they  are  fully  being  humans.  The  enemy  makes  sure  the  need  to  go



"upwards" and towards perfection is not only unknown, but misdirected, abolished,
forgotten etc. And the world is again created in the level it was before, that of the
Goy (unaware animals in hebrew).  This is the level  where the inferior jews and
general  ape-ilk  benefit  from  having  humans  in.  This  is  NOT Satan's  intention.

The jews have accused humanity of being "Evil and worthless" (sinners) because
THEY have made them become this. They literally accuse you for assaulting you.
Humanity didn't really do anything against the jews, and that's why we are here
now. The natural issue of the evolutionary gap, they created into a moral, stupid
issue, that supposedly is caused because God or because the Universe (a jew)
does hate humanity or some crap. So you must kiss jewish ass eternally to fix this.
Again, jewish psychopathy projected onto Gentiles to confuse and destroy them.  

As  thus  the  jews  somehow  created  the  fable  that  the  "World  is  evil"  or  that
"Physicality is Evil". And that somehow it must be evaded and something in the
"afterlife" to be aspired instead. This is the jewish slave mentality, that the jews
always  harbored,  being  intensively  imbalanced  and  incomplete,  disgusting
creations themselves.
 
"hehehehehehhe - yesh yesh money is evil…"

"Immortality" is a physical, hard matter, concept. And possible in the PHYSICAL
realm. The Physical Body does NOT act as a "hinderance" or anything like this, and
with modern science (if the jews allow it to develop, instead of growing "Shchlongs"
and  doing  nose-jobs  to  the  Tribe)  anything  can  be  corrected  and  brought  into
harmony.  



The physical  body does not  in  anyway,  "keep"  one from advancing.  Infact  it  is
extremely underrated and extremely working under due to not having the necessary
spiritual force to operate. The physical life must be balanced with the spiritual life,
and in the final stages of human development, "Connected" with it. The astral must
meet the physical. One lives in one exclusively or the other, and one is completely
worthless in both.  Satanism is NOT a religion of escapism, or any other of this
insane garbage. 

The  physical  universe  is  not  imperfect,  and  works  in  a  harmony  (as  it  exists
naturally) that is inconceivable. As thus the high reverence for nature in Satanism.
Satanism has always been associated with "Volkischness". For those of you that
live in the hard, giant, grey cities, it would be good at some point to go in nature and
meditate  there for  a  while,  really  tapping into  the eternal  power  of  nature.  The
jewish cities and reptoid garbage are a small,  miniature reality created by some
perverted entities who are sick and have fallen to the lowest aspects in nature. Akin
to excrement. Its not universal reality or rule.



In fact, Satanism throughout the ages never was a "materialist" nor an "unspiritual
faith". This is what the jews dictated in their attempts to destroy Satanism. It was
always in balance. The world of "matter", MATTERS. Its a divine adobe same as
anyone  else,  albeit  lower,  and  must  be  realized  as  a  lower  adobe,  but  NOT
imperfect,  or  evil,  or  disgusting  in  anyway.  Unfortunately  it  has  become  highly
tainted by the jewish hand into becoming a nightmare from which many people
want to withdraw from. However, Satan will change the world, through the people
he has with him, and he can make everyone of you improve your living position
physically and spiritually

Also, you ALREADY exist in the 4th dimension. You go there everytime you sleep,
even though you cannot recollect the experience. Half of the life is unconscious
because spiritual knowledge is lacking. Even sleep can generate wonderful things
for  those who are spiritually  aware and know how to make use of  sleep.  Most
people  don't  even  "Sleep"  from  the  anxiety  this  world  causes  to  them.  

There is no need to "die" in order to get on the astral,  or to advance spiritually
further than a point, or do drugs, or anything like this. You need to meditate and
increase  your  consciousness  of  everything.  Riches  are  material,  spiritual,  and
intellectual, and in many other ways. Strive to be a complete person and fill  the
gaps where they need filling.

One must become "Satan". Satan is "God of this World". How is Satan God of this
World according to the enemy? By being God of the higher worlds. The enemy
whines in the bible that Satan is the most powerful being in existence, only under
the primordial ether, the most direct incarnation of the Atman- the Divine Leader.
The meaning of the 666 that the jews speak against when it comes to the Goy, but
try to achieve, is spiritual and material mastery, aside with immortality. Mastery in all
planes of one's existence. This is the Capstone of the Pyramid.

Satanism  is  harmony  and  a  perfect  balance.  Neither  one  must  be  a  ruthless
artificial intelligence like - materialist, neither one must pretend to be a universal
drugged out toothfairy. Balance and tendency towards one's natural inclination is
what opens up the doorway towards the divine. When both sides get balanced and
brought under control, the doorway to the Godhead opens.



- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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